Lean Six Sigma Green Belt (Organizational) Training
The Green Belt Certification program develops your Lean Six Sigma expertise as you apply tools and
techniques on a strategic organizational issue. Master Black Belts lead this engaging eight-day program
(delivered over a three-four month period). From satisfaction, certification rate, and return on
investment, the Green Belt program is among the most successful in the nation. In fact, over the past
three years, we have over 100 Green Belt Projects with a 94.4% completion rate as compared to national
average of 18%.
Concepts and skills from this eight-day program:
•
•
•
•
•

Learn how to determine the need for improvement both in process performance and in financial
impact.
Understand how to analyze a process, identify waste, and collect appropriate data for selecting the
most significant problem.
Learn how to determine and verify root causes and select countermeasures for eliminating them.
Learn how to implement countermeasures and quantify the impact of a project.
Learn how to effectively communicate the problem and solution in a meaningful way.

Note: Successful completion of the Advanced Yellow Belt series is pre-requisite for this course.
Only $2650 per person includes manual and access to the ets, Inc. Resource Library of digital forms.
Be the Hero with a $750,000 Average Annual Project Return on Investment
“Not only are Green Belt Six Sigma improvements amazing for our patients and families, but we have seen
such a positive culture change when we work with our project teams across the organization. This has been
an amazing experience to obtain the best outcomes in a very systematic approach.” Veronica Marino,
Director, Operational Excellence, Trustbridge
“There are not enough words to describe Green Belt training’s impact on Transportation Services. The
trainings have helped us identify our 8 wastes, which has been monumental in saving transportation
money. We have drastically reduced our parts inventory, improved our purchasing process and enhanced
our fleet operations. Additionally, we are using data gathered during Green Belt training to help us identify
ways to improve efficiency while reducing bus routes, ride time and bus operator retention.”
Robert Codie, Director, Transportation Services, The School District of Lee County
Call (850) 922-5316 or email registration@floridasterling.com for more info.

